GROUND BREAKERS

AS A QUIET COMPANION OR A STRONG STATEMENT, WE’VE COMPILED THE LATEST RUG DESIGNS TO ANCHOR A ROOM.

VIGNEAUX, SUNBEAM AND MARY WILKIE

For the Rug Portfolio:

BOLD + BEAUTIFUL

(Left) SCULLERIE (from top to bottom): Los Angeles street artist Spencer Tolthow (Scullery) collaborated with Jenean Morrison to create the Scullerie rug collection. The artist’s vibrant work is showcased in a harmonious medium through Abigail’s palette. Jenean Morrison, designermag.com, jenemorrison.com.

The suggested prints in Scullerie 2 by Ground Street Studios include Boudoir in Beige. Shown here, the collection features bold designs, geometric or haphazard shapes, circles, diamonds, triangles and squares. HLC, designstreetstudios.com. Hand-woven from Tibetan wool that is hand spun and dyes with natural vegetable dyes. The rug is from C&J Co. Morocco, designed with intricate patterns of color and texture. HLC, designstreetstudios.com.

The pattern style of Lijiang, Anjunge. Shu-Jane rug is made in India in a blend of 60 percent Tibetan wool and 30 percent silk in 150 knots per square inch. HLC, worldrugsource.com. Featuring rich color and natural patterns, copied from the Persian Collection for Coronet is nominated for the New Zealand carpet. HLC, worldrugsource.com. Geometrically fitting, the Elizabeth Eakin Design rug motif is composed of New Zealand wool yarn. The rug is available in multiple patterns and custom colors. HLC, elizabethakindesigns.com.
**SUBTLE + SOPHISTICATED**
